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Yes. As foods dry, remove them from the trays and package.

 The other still moist pieces should remain in the dehydrator 

until they are completely dry. However, if you have sliced 

your food into uniform pieces and  have rotated  your trays

alfway through the cycle, your load should be finished at 

the same time.

Trouble Shooting Guide
All DEHYDRATORS are checked three times for any 

electrical or mechanical problems. They are shipped in

perfect working order. If you see any damage to the machine 

due to  shipping you must report it  to the  shipper  or  dealer 

you purchased from.  

Problem 

 Nothing
 Turns ON 

Temperature
   Knob is
    missing

Fan makes 
a rubbing 
noise

Answer 

 Test the outlet with another appliance that 
works. Test the dehydrator on another outlet
           that you know has power.

It has probably come off due to rough shipping. Look
 through the box and packaging material. 

Due to  shipping  the trays may have been forced
into the fan's protective screen. Take out the trays, and 
blow on the fan blade to locate where it is rubbing against 
the screen. You may need to turn the fan on, and press 
gently against the screen and listen where the noise 
increases. With a pair of needle nose pliers pull the 
screen away from the fan blade at point of contact.

1.Read all instructions.

2.Do not touch hot surfaces.

3.To protect against electrical hazards do not immerse any 

   part of the dehydrator, cord, or plug in water or other liquid.

4.Close supervision is necessary when any appliance is used

   by or near children.

5.Unplug from outlet when not in use and before cleaning.

    Allow to cool before putting on or taking off parts.

6.Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord or plug 

   or after the appliance malfunctions, or has been damaged 

   in any manner. Return appliance  to the nearest authorized

   service facility for examination,  repair, or  adjustment.

7.The use of accessory attachments not recommended by the

   appliance manufacturer may cause hazards.

8.Sharp utensils should not be used inside the dehydrator.

9.Do not let cord hang over the edge of the table or counter, 

   or touch hot surfaces.

10.Do not use outdoors.

11.Do not place on or near a hot gas or electric burner, 

    or in a heated oven.

12.Always plug cord into the wall outlet before turning 

   machine on. To disconnect,turn  switch to off before

   removing plug from wall outlet.

13.Do not use appliance for other than intended use.

14.To clean, wipe with damp cloth and mild detergent.

When using electrical appliances, these basic safety 

precautions should always be followed:

IMPORTANT  SAFEGUARDS 



  Operating your dehydrator is extremely simple! Begin by 

  plugging in  your  unit. Then using both hands  (to  prevent 

  tipping) carefully slide trays loaded with food into position.

  Once the trays are in place, and open the switch ON

  then set the thermostat to the  correct temperature.

1.Place the dehydrator on a smooth, dry surface.

ON

4.Set the thermostat to desired temperature.

5.When the food has dehydrated, and is dry, allow it to cool. 

    Then package in airtight food storage containers.

2.Load the trays with food then insert  into the machine.

3.Plug the power cord into standard outlet then turn switch 

   

Temperature Guide
 For  your convenience, a colorful  temperature guide has 

 been affixed to your  unit. Following  this guide will 

 ensure the use of proper  temperatures when drying foods.

 If the heat is  too high, the food may case harden  which 

 means it will feel  dry on the outside; yet inside, it is still 

 moist. If the heat is set  too low drying time and use of 

 electricity is increased.

If  I powdered  my  dried  vegetables,  what could I  use 

them for?

Powdered onion and garlic,of course,are favorite seasonings

for meats   and   sauces.  Powdered   tomatoes  can   be 

reconstituted  into  tomato sauce, paste, catsup, juice  or

soup.  A blender or food  processor gives  you the finest 

textured powder. Simply place pieces of dried vegetables into

a blender and process. Store in air-tight  bottles or jars.

As items dry, should they be removed to allow better 

circulation for still moist foods and avoid over drying?

Because your dehydrator may dry the bottom faster than the

top, halfway  through  the drying cycle  you may  want  to

rotate the trays. This speeds up the dehydration process 

and will reduce energy consumption.

My apples and pears have darkened to a rusty-brown

color while drying. Are they  safe to eat?

Yes. Fruits that have turned brownish color are safe to eat. 

Many fruits will oxidize during the drying process. 

Oxidation happens when the flesh of the fruit is exposed to

air. By pretreating fruits oxidation is reduced.

Why should the edges of my fruit leather be thicker than 

the  center?

With fruit leathers, the edges of the mixture tend to dry first.

If the edges are the same 

thickness as the center, they will dry too quickly and 

become brittle.

My fruit leathers are very thin and brittle. I'd like to make 

them like the ones sold commercially. How can I do that?

Juicy fresh fruits, such as strawberries, can be too runny

to create thick, chewy leather

Temperature 
The thermostat range is 85 F to 155 F.

Or 29 C to63 C.

The 6,8,&10 tray unites come without a 

timer .The on-off switch is in the 

thermostat. Turn counter-clockwise for

off.Turn thermostat clockwise to desired

temperature setting.

Operating Instructions



Cleaning 
Your machine is easy to clean, both inside and out. Wipe 

with a damp sponge and warm soapy water, and rinse well.

The trays can be cleaned simply by placing them  in  the

top rack of the dishwasher. The tray's removable mesh 

inserts allow air to fully circulate around the food. This 

construction  of  the trays also prevents moisture  from

being trapped on the underside of the pieces. Therefore, 

the most even drying possible is attained.

The Process
To dry cure, spread the meat strips in a single layer on a 

cutting board or some other flat surface. Sprinkle the curing

mixture on both sided of the strips. Coat the strips evenly.

Layer the strips, one on top of another in a glass, plastic, or 

stoneware container that is sealed tightly.

Meat for brine curing should be layered with the cure poured

over it to cover the top layers. Place the container in the 

refrigerator and allow it to marinate for 6 to 12 hours(or

preferably overnight). Turn the strips over several times to

ensure thorough coating.

Dehydrating 
Shake off any excess cure and spread the meat strips in a 

single layer on the dehydrator trays. Dry at 155   for 

approximately 4 to 6 hours, occasionally blotting off any fat 

droplets that appear on the surface..Always test jerky using

a cooled piece. Properly dried jerky when bent should crack

but not break.

Storage
Package cooled jerky in air-tight containers such as zip-top 

or heat sealed bags. For best flavor retention package the

 jerky into individual serving sizes. Store in a cool, dark, 

dry place. If beads of moisture form on the inside of the 

storage container, the jerky is not dry enough and could 

mold. Dry longer.

Questions&Answers
The bottom of my drying trays seems to be dried before the

 top.What should I do?



 Leathers&Fruit Rolls
Leathers are an way answer to the often heard request  of 

what is there to eat?!  Yogurt ,leftover  fruits  or

 vegetables can be pureed, sweetened and spiced and made

 into a  nutritious, high-energy snack food. Spread  the 

 pureed  produce thinly on Dehydrator,  Teflon sheets or

 plastic wraps and dehydrate, transforming the liquid into

 a  chewy, quick-energy snack! Leathery are so simple to 

 make and  take along!

1.Select ripe or slightly overripe (but not spoiling) produce

  that blends and  tastes  well  together. ( Strawberries  and 

  rhubarb, or-bananas and pineapple make great combinations.) 

  Wash, remove any blemishes, stems or pits  and peel produce

  if desired. (Keep in mind produced skins are highly nutritious).

  Puree the produce in a blender until  it is smooth.

2.Pour 1 1/2 to 2 cups of puree on to the Dehydrator or plastic 

  wrap covered trays. Since the edges tend to dry more rapidly,

  the poured puree should be 1/8  thick at the center and 1/4 

  thick at the edges. Place the prepared puree in the dehydrator 

  with the temperature set at 135 . Average  drying time 

  for leathers is 4 to 6 hours. When the leather  has dried, it 

  will be a bit shiny and non-sticky to the touch. Allow  the

  leather to cool and peel it from the tray. Roll it into a  tight

  cylindrical shape. A piece of plastic wrap, measured to fit 

  the length and width, is then tightly wrapped around the

  leather.

There is really no right or wrong way to prepare your food 

 for drying. By following these few guidelines, success will

 be  yours.

 Keep slices uniform in thickness.

 Try to dry pieces that are no thicker than 1/4  ( Except

    apricots, nectarines, peaches, cherries, grapes, currants, 

    plums and  other small, soft-fleshed fruits which can be 

    dried by cutting fruit in  halves or into quarters. Consult

    preserve It,  Naturally, For more details.)

 Diced food should not be cut too small, as it will reduce in 

    size during drying and may slip through the mesh inserts.

 Meats for jerky should be sliced 3/16  thick and be void of 

    excess fat before drying. Inexpensive cuts of meat have 

    a tendency to be leaner because of a lack of fat marbling  

    through them. These cuts are perfect for making home 

    made jerk! Slice these meats against the grain for more 

    tenderness. Slice with the grain if the meat is at a tender cut.

 Produce may be dried with its skin still intact. Exceptions

    are  foods with non-digestible skins, such as pineapple, 

    kiwi ,papaya, coconut, bananas, turnips and sweet potatoes.

Pretreatment 
Pretreating food  is not an essential procedure when using

 your Food  Dehydrator. The fast drying times and controlled 

 conditions under which your unit operates dries food  before

 it  has a chance to  spoil. However, pretreating  will  help 

 maintain:

Preparation 



 Color: reduces oxidation of foods such as apples and 

 potatoes keeping them from turning a rust-like color.

 Nutrients: helps retain the minimal loss which tends

 to occur during the drying process.

 Texture: the chance for fiber deterioration in the produce

 is lessened.There are basically two types of pre-treatment,

 dipping and blanching.

Dipping 
Dipping is a treatment used primarily to prevent fruits or 

vegetable from oxidizing. The following are various

pre-treatment dips with which you may want to experiment.

1. Sodium Bisulfite: when mixed with water, 

sodium  bisulfite is a liquid form of sulfur. It is the most

effective and least expensive anti-oxidant. Use only a

food-safe grade of sodium bisulfite that is made especially

for dehydration. If subject to sulfur allergic reactions, 

check with your physician before using Sodium Bisulfite

as a dip.

Fruits: Mix 1 1/2-2 tbsp. Of  Sodium Bisulfite in one 

gallon  of water. Soak fruit slices for five minutes and 

halved fruit for fifteen minutes then rinse.

Vegetables: recommended for steam blanching only. Add 

1 teaspoon Sodium Bisulfite to each cup of steaming water 

and  blanch  as  you  would normally.  Particularly 

recommended for vegetables to be stored in excess of three 

months.

2.Ascorbic Acid-Citric Acid Dip is simply a 

form of Vitamin C. Citric acid is found in all citrus fruits. 

These citrus type dips are available in drug or health food 

stores

4-10hrs.

4-12hrs.

5-12hrs.

5-15hrs.

4-15hrs.

4-10hrs.

3-10hrs.

6-24hrs.

Very brittle

Very brittle

Leathery to 
brittle, 
depending 
on size and
 age

Leathery 

Leathery 

Leathery 

Brittle to 
 leathery

Brittle 

Wash, remove stems. Dip in boiling
 water to loosen skin. Cut in halves, 
                      or slice.

Wash thoroughly, trim tough stems.
 Steam until wilted but not soggy. 
 Use bottom tray of dehydrator but 
   be careful not to scorch.

Select mushrooms with cap curling 
under-these are young and tender. 
Brush off dirt or wipe with damp 
cloth. Slice, chop or dry whole, 
depending on size.

Cut into small pieces. Bake or
steam until tender.Cut intostrips1
 to 3 inches wide, peel and remove
 pulp, place in blender to puree. 
Dry with paper towels.

Wash and dry whole. Wear rubber 
   gloves to protect hands when 
        preparing hot peppers.

Peeling optional. Slice into 3/16
 to 1/4 or dice, grate, cut French
    Fry style. Steam as for beets.

Cut into small pieces. Bake or 
steam until tender. Cut into strips 1
to 3 inches wide, peel and remove 
   pulp, place in blender to puree. 
       Dry with paper towels.

Same as carrots, but slice thin.

Separate into cloves, remove 
outer skin. Slice and dry on trays.
 Grind or process for seasoning,
      if desired, after drying.

Same as carrots, but slice thin

See eggplant.

(Spinach, Kale, 
Chard, Mustard, 
Turnip. Beet 
 Greans)

  Peppers 
(Green and 
 Pimentos)

Hot Peppers

Pumpkin

(also Hubbard 
    Squash)

Rutabagas 

Tomatoes

Mushrooms

Potatoes

Turnips

Zucchni

Garlic

Greens



4-12hrs.

4-14hrs.

5-15hrs

4-12hrs

4-15hrs.

4-14hrs.

4-10hrs.

3-10hrs.

4-10hrs.

4-10hrs.

2-10hrs.

4-12hrs

5-15hrs

Leathery 

Leathery 

Brittle 

Leathery 

Leathery 

Leathery

Brittle 

Brittle 

Brittle 

Brittle 

Brittle 

Use only tender, sweet varieties. 
Shell and blanch gently, 3-5 minutes.

Dip cauliflowers into 3 tablespoons 
salt per 2 quarts of water for 2 
minutes. Steam until tender.

Separate stalks from leaves. Wash
 both thoroughly.Cut stalks into 1/4
 slices.Leaves dry first, so remove 
when dry.Flake leaves after drying
 for use  in  soups. stews, etc. 

  Remove husks, silk and blemished 
just before steaming. Blanch on cob 
until  milk is set. Cut from cob and 
spread over tray. Stir several times
        for even drying.

Remove peels and cut into 1/2
slices,nuggets, or chop. Stir several 
times  during drying.

Use young, tender pods. Wash, trim,
    and slice into 1/4  discs.

Pare, slice in 1/8  slices and dry.

Trim, wash and slice 1/4  to 1/2  
      thick, and spread on tray.

Select young tender roots. Steam 
until tender, Cut into slices, 
shreds, cubes or strips.

Trim, cut as for serving, wash
 thoroughly.Steam tender, about 
3 5minutes.

Trim, cut into strips 1/8  thick. 
Cut core into1/4  strips. Use 
bottom shelf of  dehydrator.

Tear into small pieces, dry, 
      then chop if desired.

Same as carrots.

Cauliflower 

(also Kohlrabi, 
 Summer and 
Italian Squashes,
 Zucchini)

Cucumber 

Onions and
    Leeks

Cabbage 

Eggplant

Broccoli 

carrots

Parsley 

Parsnips 

Peas

Celery 

Corn 

Okra 

4.Honey Dip: Honey dips are used quite frequently on

   fruits to be dried,. Many dried fruits sold in the grocery 

   store or in health food stores have been treated this way. 

   The honey will make fruit considerably sweeter and will 

   add calorie as Dissolve 1 cup of sugar in 3 cups of 

   hot water. Allow mixture to cool until lukewarm, and 

   then add 1 cup honey. Dip fruits in small batches, remove 

   with a slotted spoon and drain thoroughly before

   dehydrating.When using a dip, follow the specific 

   directions listed above. Then, drain the treated food, and

   rinse it thoroughly. Blotting off any excess moisture with

   paper towels before placing the food in the dehydrator is 

   the final important step. Excess moisture on foods will 

   prolong the drying cycle.

   Blanching
  Blanching, as a means of pre-treatment, can be done either in 

   boiling water or by steaming  the foods. This  method  most 

   effective  on tough-skinned fruits(sometimes having natural

   protective  coating) such as grapes, plums, cranberries,

   etc, is by boiling fruits in water for 1 to 2 minutes, the  skin 

 cracks  and allows the moisture to more readily escape,

   thus the drying time is faster. 

  well!

 in crystal, powder or tables form. Soak the prepared

 produce in a solution of 2 tablespoons of powder to 1 

 quart of water  for two minutes.

 Fruit Juice Dip: Citrus juice, such as pineapple, lemon 

 or lime, may be used as a natural anti-oxidant. Stir 1 cup of

 juice into 1 quart of lukewarm water and soak for 10 

 minutes. (Note: fruit juice is only 1/6 as effective as pure 

 ascorbic acid  and may add taste to your food).

3.



1. Water blanches: fill a large pan over half-full with water.

   Bring the water to a boil and stir the food directly into the

   boiling water. Cover and blanch for approximately three 

   minutes. Remove food from the boiling water and place 

   it into ice water to cool. Blot with a towel to remove excess

   water before drying.

2. Steam blanching: using an old fashioned, pan-type  

   steamer, fill the lower portion with 2 inches of water. The

   perforated upper section is then filled with food. Let the

   water rapidly boil approximately four minutes. Remove 

   food from the boiling water and place it into ice water to 

   cool. Blot with a towel to remove excess water before 

  drying.

3. Electric steamers: electric steamers are perhaps the best

   means for blanching. The electric steamer will aid in the 

   retention of nutrients, bring out the food's most vivid color 

   and heighten the natural flavor of the produce. Follow the

   set guidelines provided in your electric steamer's operating 

   manual for blanching individual fruits and vegetables.

5-24hrs.

8-36hrs.

4-16hrs.

DRYING TABLE FOR VEGETABLES
Vegetables can be steamed until tender, pureed and mixed 

with herbs and spices. Tomato puree mixed with Italian 

herbs made from tomato, cucumber, onion, green pepper 

and herbs is a delicious, low calorie treats! Carrot leathers

can be the base for a cream soup. Using your imagination,

experiment a bit to find out what you will like the most!

Dry at 125 .

4-12hrs.

4-10hrs.

4-14hrs.

4-12hrs.

5-15hrs.

TIME

No visible
 moisture

DRYN  ESS

Brittle,
Dark red 

Leathery 

TEST

Brittle 

Brittle

Brittle

Pliable

Brittle 

Cut into 1inch pieces or cut 
French style. Steam blanch until 
translucent. Stir beans on tray 
after partial drying, moving inside
 beans to outside for more even 
drying. 

Trim off all but one inch of tops
 and roots. Wash, blanch, cool, 
remove tops and roots. Dice or slice.

Same as plums, but soak in boiling 
    water for two minutes first.

Wash and cut into 1 inch pieces.
Tips yield better product. 
Stems, crushed after drying,
make an excellent seasoning.

Cut hearts into 1/8 inch strips.
 Boil 5-8minutes in 3/4cup 
 water containing 1
 table spoonful Lemon juice.

Cut sprouts from stalks, cut in 
half lengthwise through stem.

Wash, leave whole or cut in half 
and remove pits or pop them out 
       when half dried.

Use only tender stalks Wash, 
       cut in 1  length.

PREPARATIONVEGETABLE

(Green or Wax)

Rhubarb

Asparagus

Artichoke

Brussels
Sprouts 

plums

Prunes

Beans

Beets

Hearts 



Containers for dried foods should be safe from moisture 

and insects. Glass jars with tightly fitted lids, plastic 

zip-lock and heat-sealable bags are recommended storage 

containers.

Food-safe metal cans, such as coffee cans or cookie tins, 

may be used to store individual bags for extra protection.

Your dried foods should be stored in a cool, dark and 

dry area. The ideal temperature for food storage is 50 to 

60 . Storing foods in this manner further protects the 

flavors and colors of your dried products from fading.

Reconstitution
Dehydrated foods can easily be incorporated into your diet.

Snacking on banana chips,

Dried seasoned meats and pieces of dried vegetables is a

typical habit formed by many

Owners of Food Dehydrator! Reconstituting dried foods

add yet another dimension to the versatility of daily food

preparation.

Proper dried foods dehydrate well. They return practically 

to their original size, from and appearance. If carefully 

handled, they will retain much of their aroma and flavor, 

as well as their minerals and an appreciable amount of their

vitamins. There are several methods of reconstituting 

dehydrated food, including soaking foods in water or juice,

placing food in boiling water, cooking, or using an electric

steamer. It is important to remember not to add salt, sugar

or spices during the initial five minutes of reconstitution as

these additives hinder the absorption process.

Cranberries

(Raisins)

Nectarines

Persimmons

Pineapple

Pineapple

Apricots

Bananas

Berries

Cherries

Chives

Grapes

Orange
  rind

Peaches

Pears

(Fresh)

(canned)

  Dry in halves and turn inside 
out or cut into quarters. Pretreat 
  to help retain color with out
    penetration skin of fruit.

Do not stem until ready to prepare. 
Pitting is optional, or pit when 
50% dry.

Remove peel during dehydration if
 desired. Pit when 50% dehydrated.
 Halve or quarter, with cup size up.

Peel and cut into 1/8 slices

Strawberries may be sliced in 
3/8  slices. Leave other berries
whole. Bathe wax coated berries
 in boiling water.

Peel in long strips and dry. Do not
 grate until ready to use.

Peel, remove core and woody
 tissue.Cut into slices or rings,
 halves, quarters or eighths.

   Use only ripe fruit. Wash, 
remove cap, slice in 3/8 circles
    or slices.

Drain and pat dry. Place on trays.

Wash well, chop for flakes or
 leave whole.

No need to peel. Dry with skin 
down on screen, or cut in 3/8
slices or circles.

Remove core, cut in slices or 
wedges or chunks.

Chop-spread on tray.

Wash, remove stems and
      leave whole

No visible 
moisture

No visible 
moisture

Pliable and 
 leathery

Pliable 

Pliable and 
  leathery

Pliable and
   leathery

Pliable

Leathery 
but sticky

Brittle

Brittle

Pliable 

Leathery

Crisp

Pliable

8-36hrs.

5-24hrs.

5-24hrs.

4-10hrs.

4-20hrs.

6-15hrs.

5-24hrs.

5-24hrs.

5-20hrs

6-36hrs.

6-36hrs.

6-24hrs.

6-36hrs

6-36hrs

Storage & reconstitution



             SACHETS AND POTPOURRIS
You can save the fragrance of spring and summer and enjoy 
whatever sweet-smelling plants you have in your flower 
and herb garden with the Family Size Food Dehydrator. 
Select petals from the flower and place them loosely on the
mesh  tray  and place them in your dehydrator with all vents
 wide  open . When perfectly dried (about five hours) store 
the petals in decorative containers or sachet bags and close
 with  a ribbon. You can sprinkle the petals with spices like
 powdered cinnamon.Whole cloves, a bit of dried rosemary 
 or mint for variety . It is  best to keep the container closed
          until all of the fragranced  have blended.      

DRYING TABLE FOR FRUITS
Tart fruits such as rhubarb and cranberries require 

sweetening before drying. To the fruit puree, add from 1/4

to 1/2 cup of honey or sugar. The amount of sweetener 

added is dependent on your personal preference. Apple

 leather can be flavored with ground cinnamon or nutmeg.

Peanut butter and banana leathers can be made with 4 ripe 

bananas and 1 cup old-fashioned peanut butter. Try adding

coconut or chopped nuts to the leather for an even more

interesting taste and texture (be sure to refrigerate leathers 

containing nuts as the oil in them may shorten the leathers'

shelf life.) Dry at 135 .

4-15 hrs.

TIMEDRYNESS  TEST

Pliable
                              rings. Dip in pretreatment 

                        core and cut in slices or 

                             for 2 minutes. Drain and  

                                place on tray.4-15 hrs.

PREPAPATION

  ApplesPare

FRUIT

1.An electric steamer: is one of the most efficient and 

   successful means of rehydrating foods. The food is placed

   into the rice bowl, and covered with a liquid. The 

   circulation of the steam will aid in permeating the food and

   plumping it back to it original, fresh state. For best 

   rehydration results, follow the guidelines given in your 

   electric steamer's  operating manual.

2.Soaking: When soaking foods, place the pieces in a

   shallow  pan, cover with the liquid, and allow 1 to 2 hours

   for the  rehydration process to occur. If dehydration 

   overnight,  place the pan in the refrigerator..

3.Boiling water: to reconstitute vegetables, place 1 cup 

   dried vegetables into 1 cup boiling water. Soak for 5 to 20

   minutes.Prepare  according to your recipe. To reconstitute 

   fruits, place 1 cup of water and 1cup dried fruit into a pan

   and simmer until tender.

4.Cooking: for vegetable side-dishes, fruit toppings or 

   compotes, use 1 part liquid to 1 part dried food. For foods

   used in souffles, pies and quick breads, add two parts of 

   liquid to 3 parts dried food. When cooking fruits,  place 

   them into a saucepan with boiling water. Turn heat to low 

   and simmer 1 to 15 minutes or until tender.

   The following charts are guidelines for the preparation and 

   testing of various fruits and vegetables. If the humidity

   level is low on the days you are drying, your drying time

   will be closer to the first amount of hours listed. If the

   humidity is high, it will be closer to the second amount of 

   hours listed.(See pages12 )

.

&13



                              JERKY:
In a 9x13 baking dish marinate thinly sliced beef or turkey 
in 1/4 cup soy sauce, 2 Tbsp. brown sugar and 2 Tbsp. 
liquid smoke (optional).Stir well, making sure to coat each
 piece of meat. Cover with plastic wrap and let stand for 
10-15 minutes. When marinate is through, line each piece 
of meat on tray so they are barely touching. The thinner the 
cut of meat, the shorter the dehydration process. 8-10 
hours for 1/6 slices (depending on how chewy you prefer).
Top vents open.

                               MAKING YOGURT
1.Measure 4 cups milk into saucepan. You may use whole,
  low fat, skim or reconstituted non-fat dry milk.
2.Heat on stove and remove from heat before boiling.
3.Mix in two table spoons fresh, store-bought plain yogurt.
4.Pour into yogurt cup and cover with lid. We suggest using 
   margarine cups and lids as ideal for storing yogurt.
5.Set on top shelf for eight hours, top vent 3/4 open.
6.Refrigerate before using.
  Check label to be sure it is natural  with no additives 
   and has  not been pasteurized after becoming yogurt.
If a slightly sweet product is desired, a small amount of 
 honey or maple syrup can be added to the milk mixture 
        before the culture is added.

               FROZEN FRUIT YOGURT:
4 cup washed, halved strawberries, sliced bananas or peeled peaches
1 quart unflavored yogurt
1 Tbsp., vanilla
1 1/2 cup sugar
1/4 tsp. Salt
Puree fruit in blender until smooth (makes 3 cups puree). Combine 
sugar, vanilla and salt in large bowl.Stir in pureed fruit. Pour into 1 
gallon freezer.Cover freeze with ice salt mixture in proportions 
recommended for freezer.When yogurt is frozen, pour off brine. 
Remove cover and scrape frozen yogurt from tray .Top vents open.

     MIXED BAG OF FRUIT
         2 bananas (peeled)
       1/2 pound strawberries
 1 cup pineapple chunks
 (canned) Sliced  fruit 
 uniformly, about  1/4 inch
Thick. Add 1/4 cup of mixed 
nuts after drying  and cooling.

 CITRUS THREESOME
     3 pounds oranges 
     5 lemons
     4 firm grapefruits
  Wash fruit. Leaving rind on,                      
       slice all fruit 
   Uniformly, 1/4 inch thick.  
 Please in dehydrator trays and 
       Dry.

            STRAWBERRY TREATS:
2 cups fresh strawberries-cleaned, put into blender along 
  with a small amount of apple juice to help liquefy the 
  berries. Line tray (s) with plastic wrap. Pour bended 
   berries onto wrap, evenly spreading with a spatula. 
Dehydrate for 6 hours-approximately (depending on if 
       you prefer brittle or chewy). Top vents open.

Recipes
APPLE CINNAMON
             RINGS
  5 pounds of apples
  5 teaspoons of cinnamon
 Peel and core apples with a
   cylindrical apple corer. 
  Slice into 1/4 inch rings.
   Sprinkle with cinnamon
       prior to drying.

TROPICAL PARADISE
   10 kiwis
   1 pineapple
   3 papayas
Peel papayas and kiwis. 
Remove core and skin from 
pineapple. Slice all fruit
 uniformly, about 1/4 inch 
thick. Place in dehydrator 
trays and dry.



Kitchen accessories are shipped in the dehydrator box
with exception of the apple peeler,V-slicer, JerkyGun, 
or Cannon; they are placed on the side of the 
dehydrator and may have slid  underneath. Double 
check by removing all packaging. Dehydrator sheets 
are the same color as the corrugated box, so look closely.

Remove trays, and check for any loose wires. There may 
be  a piece of dust or shipping debris blocking the tiny 
electrical points in the thermostat, or it may simply be 
stuck due to rough shipping. With the fan funning, turn 
the knob back and forth between the highest and lowest 
settings pausing for a moment on each setting. With your
 free hand tap firmly on the back of the dehydrator until 
behind the knob while you are turning it.  Repeat for at 
least 30 seconds or 10to 15 knob rotations.

Accessories 
are missing 

NO HEAT, 
   but fat 
   works.
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